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Abstract. Each nation or country has a national identity that is different from another country, so that identity becomes the unique characteristic of a nation. In this era of the 21st century, the community is demanded to ready to face globalization or ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), which becomes a challenge for Indonesian people in defending nation identity when facing acculturation as a result of the free economy market so many foreigners will come to Indonesia freely. Therefore to solve that problem, it needs an effort to defend the national identity and national identity in facing AEC, so the nation’s existence will keep maintained. One of them is through education. This paper aims to find out how to defend national identity through curriculum development that prevailed in Indonesia. The method used in this paper is an analytical description with a literature study that combines systematic review techniques as supporting data. National identity defense can be done through curriculum development in education by presenting or studying national identity in civic education material through the educational syllabus.
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INTRODUCTION

The end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century is the era of change, which in turn will give impact various life aspects such as economy, education, lifestyle, etc (Carnall, 2001). Nisbet in Aziz and Sapriya (2011) explained that: “All is change”. That change also influences life, including society custom. Aziz and Sapriya in their book which is titled The Foundation of Civic Education stated that the change in the 21st century not only in life aspect but also in the concept of social state or nation-state. The boundaries of states will be difficult to be distinguished depending on viewing it from the social aspect, political aspect, economic aspect or security, and defense aspect (Aziz & Sapriya, 2011). The world today is facing globalization and liberalization problems and society cannot avoid that condition as explained by Canadian communication experts, McLuhan that in the globalization era, we are not able to leave or escape from global life. 21st century shows the very significant change toward Knowledge and Technology development which is sophisticated which result in the freedom to catch all information obtained through Knowledge and Technology so now the young generation depends on knowledge and technology.

Aspects of globalization, liberation and society which is later will face ASEAN Economic Community is an aspect which will be faced by society in 21st century and will be impacted on life style and education of ASEAN Economic Community in which there are many people from abroad (ASEAN countries) who come to Indonesia (Benny & Abdullah, 2011). One of AEC policy is mutual recognition agreement which stated that there are 7 kinds of job which can enter and exist and free visa policy such as in European Union. In related to it, curriculum should engage and add ways how to strengthened national identity because it is inevitable that with so many people from 9 countries who come to Indonesia, it can result in acculturation which can make Indonesian national identity will be disappeared (Lao-Hakosol & Walsh, 2016). Therefore, the material is needed for students to make them more understand and recognize Indonesia through national identity. There are many concepts about national identity but civic education curriculum need to be reinforced (Dewantara et al., 2020). There is need of new sub subject matter which is learned in Elementary School, Junior High School, Senior High School and university levels which can reinforce national identity. Even though there are many people from another countries who come to Indonesia, but nation culture is not blended with culture from another countries because citizenship education in Indonesia must be under the ideology of Pancasila (Dewantara et al., 2019).

Based on that problem, the solution is needed for “How to defend Indonesian national identity in the midst of many
acculturation or with nine countries come to Indonesia which will influence Indonesian national identity. Education field has the role in helping to give solution in facing ASEAN Economic Community.

Figure 1. Conceptually/Epistemologically Education’s Pancasila and Citizenship (Silabus Pendidikan Kewarganegaraan Tingkat SMA, 2016)

Tabel 1. Syllabus of Class XI about National Security and Defense Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Competence</th>
<th>Learning Material</th>
<th>Learning Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Appreciate the values which arouse awareness of the threats toward country in fields of ideology, social, economic, culture, defense and security.</td>
<td>The cases of threat toward ideology, political, social, culture, defense and security in the frame of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.</td>
<td>1. Observe the video/film/picture gratefully or read from various sources about the cases of threat toward ideology, political, social, culture, defense and security in the frame of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Defend praxis values which arouse awareness of the threats toward country in fields of ideology, political, economic, social, culture, defense and security and the strategies to overcome it in building national integration.</td>
<td>The cases of threat toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, defense and security.</td>
<td>2. Identify and ask the question by using high order thinking skills (HOTS) confidently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Predict the cases of threat toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, defense and security in building national integration based on Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.</td>
<td>The strategy in overcoming various threats toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, defense and security.</td>
<td>3. Collect data from various sources responsibly about the cases of threat toward ideology, political, economy, social, culture, security and defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Demonstrate the analysis result of resolution of threats cases toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, defense and security in building national integration.</td>
<td>The defense through national identity; National language or Unity Language namely Bahasa Indonesia, The flag of state namely Sang Merah Putih, The Anthem song namely Indonesia Raya, The Symbol of State namely Pancasila, the motto of state namely Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.</td>
<td>4. Analyze and conclude the cases of threat toward ideology, political, economy, social, culture, security and defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Present the result of analysis by holding open debate responsibly and confidently about the cases of threat toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, security and defense.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Present the result of analysis by holding open debate responsibly and confidently about the cases of threat toward ideology, political, economic, social, culture, security and defense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Discuss and present data about national</td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Discuss and present data about national</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the frame of *Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.* The Philosophy Foundation of State namely Pancasila, The Constitution namely 1945 Constitution of The Republic of Indonesia, The Conception of Archipelago Principles, The local cultures which had been accepted as National Culture.

identity as threat defense toward ideology, politic, economic, social, culture, security and defense.

7. Analyze national identity defense of threats toward ideology, social, economic and national security.

Source: Syllabus of Civic Education, Education and Culture Ministry

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This paper is arranged by literature study and descriptive-analysis method which is initially analyze and search the literature about national identity. The focus of study is to describe the problem faced in 21st century which is one of them is about ASEAN Economic Community. The next stage is search the literature by identifying and analyzing the problem and confirming it based on relevant book, journal, and magazine so data can be integrated and analyzed descriptively to obtain the findings related to problem taken by author. In this study, using a systematic literature review (Kamaruddin & Boon, 2020). The selected research literature was taken from 2012 to 2019, which was downloaded from Taylor and Francis, Science Direct, Google Scholar, SAGE, the Indonesian National Journal, and the Web of Science, the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the Client's books. Most of the articles and literature come from several journals on social science competence, for example, Education journals, Teacher Education Journals, Pendagogik Journals, and periodicals on Indonesian national security. In this paper, researchers integrate and between the online journal literature, books, and syllabus 2012-2019 as a database in the data search platform on Google Scholar. Based on the search results, most of the papers and research in this study show dimensions related to the AEC and Its Influence Toward Culture & Education issues, Indonesian Nation Identity Defense in Facing the ASEAN Economic Community, and Curriculum Development in Indonesia. Then in the initial stages, data search found a total of 150 papers and literature related to AEC, Education, Nation Identity, and Curriculum in Indonesia. Later in the second stage, the amount of research found was reduced to a total of 15 for download and referenced this study: (1) the selected literature was limited to issues from 2012 to 2019 to get the most recent reviews of reviews on the National Identity Defense in Facing ASEAN Economic Community Through Curriculum...
Development, (2) The study is related to the challenges of the Indonesian people when facing the AEC era.

DISCUSSION
AEC and Its Influence Toward Culture & Education
AEC is pattern of ASEAN economic integration which is formed based on four pillars (Irwan, 2010). First, ASEAN can be made to become central of production and single market. Second, economic region which is competitive. Third, balanced economic growth and integrated into global economy. Based on AEC pillar of 2015, the limitation of professional workforce will be eliminated. This can give opportunity for foreign workforce to enter work field in Indonesia. The big numbers of foreign workforce entering Indonesia will effect on different culture friction so it can result in the muddle in understanding culture and acculturation, so it can undermine the culture. Nation culture will gradually eroded by globalization current through AEC. According to H.A.R.TILAAR (2007: 170): the cultural values of a society or nation which had been held and become a life guidance for a long time cannot be crashed for each other. It means that if these cultural values are differ from the existing values, then that incoming values cannot be made to become a guidance as cultural values in larger community (Tilaar, 2007).

AEC has positive and negative impact toward Indonesian nation particularly in culture. According to Media Indonesia on Thursday March 27, 2014, that the existence of free product and service market will make easier for foreign workers to enter and work in Indonesia which result in competition in employment, besides free product and service market is very influential to culture that is acculturation so community are not able to differentiate which Indonesian culture is and which another nation culture is. Nation culture is national identity or used to be called Indonesian nation identity and it need to be fostered. According to H.A.R. Tilaar (2007; 32), nation identity fostering can be done through formal and informal path. As for fostering in formal path can be implemented through education. National education give big effect on nation identity creation. Ki Hajar Dewantara in H.A.A..R explained that Indonesian culture is culture capstone from each tribes. The culture capstone is local culture element which capable to strengthened national solidarity (Tilaar, 2007).

Indonesian Nation Identity Defense in Facing ASEAN Economic Community
Each nation in a country has national identity which is different from another country. In globalization era, each nation will show its strength and identity. National identity is identity possessed by a nation and view of life of a nation . Philosophically,
National identity is unique characteristic of a nation and that identity differentiate that nation from another nation.

National identity has four elements, namely: First, tribes: classes who are descriptive which is similar with category of age and sex. Indonesia has many tribes and ethnics. Second, Religion: Indonesian people is well-known by its community who are religious and believe in God. The religions which are grow and developed in Indonesia are Islam, Christian, Catholic, Hindu, Budha and Confucian. Third, Culture: human knowledge which is used as reference and guidance of conduct (in the form of cultural goods) in accord with environment they face. Forth, Language: Language is a symbol which is arbitrarily form human words which are used as interaction tool among human (Aziz, 2014; Faturay et al., 2017).

Based on 1945 Constitution in article 35-36 C, national identity which shows Indonesian identity among other are:
1. National language or Unity Language namely Bahasa Indonesia.
2. Flag of state namely Sang Merah Putih.
3. The anthem song namely Indonesia Raya.
4. Symbol of state namely Garuda Pancasila.
5. Motto of state namely Bhinneka Tunggal Ika.
6. Philosophy foundation of state namely Pancasila.
8. The form of United State of Republic Indonesia with people sovereignty.
10. Local cultures which had been accepted as National Culture.

National identity which is explained in 1945 Constitution of Republic of Indonesia Article 35-36 C is unique characteristic of Indonesian nation and not possessed by another country should be defended. Indonesian people which had been faced by ASEAN Economic Community will result in acculturation so it is difficult for Indonesian people to differentiate their own nation culture from culture of another nation. National identity is defended through education. National identity defense can be done through formal tract (education) and informal tract through family, community, etc.

Curriculum Development in Defending National Identity

The effort to defend national identity in facing globalization current and ASEAN Economic Community should be implemented through education in each all level of education which is consist of primary education, secondary education and higher education (Qazi & Shah, 2019). As for national identity defense through education tract can be done through education curriculum (Qazi, 2020). Act No.20 Year of 2003 about National Education System in article 1 explained that curriculum is set of
plan and regulation about content, aim and learning material and the way used as a guide to implement learning activity to achieve certain education.

Indonesian nation and state is believed still able to defend the existence and identity of its nation against the threat, obstacle, and disturbance which are come from inside and outside the country because of its people love their homeland and their conviction of the truth of Pancasila as ideology foundation, 1945 Constitution of Republic as constitutional foundation of political system and government and patriotic spirit in proclamation and determination to defend and secure the development in achieving national ideal (Suryanto, 2016). Therefore, development of curriculum based on ideology, Pancasila and 1945 Constitution is very important in defending national identity (Palar & Rasiah, 2019; Sirozi, 2004).

Curriculum development needs to be done by refer to educational national standard with the principle which is verified in accord with education unit, the local potency and students. Taba in Wiles and Bondi defined curriculum as follow, that “the curriculum is all student learning which are planned and directed by school to attain its educational goals (Taba, 1962, page.11). Curriculum development has correlation with national identity defense that is through civic education, in accord with Act of National Education System, article 37 which explain that curriculum of elementary school, secondary school and higher education should contain civic education. This shows that the role of civic education is very important particularly in national identity defense through material or teaching material. Curriculum development should use appropriate procedure. Taba (1962, page 12) in Wiles and Bondi explained that there are 7 (seven) main elements in steps of curriculum development, namely (Wiles & Bondi, 2011):
1. Diagnosis of needs
2. Formulation of objectives
3. Selection of content
4. Organization of content
5. Selection of learning experiences
6. Organization of learning experiences
7. Determination of what to evaluate and means of doing.

Fundamental component in learning and curriculum is syllabus (Dewantara & Sulistyarini, 2020). Curriculum development as national identity defense should be contained in syllabus which means that syllabus of nation security and defense should contain national identity which cannot be omitted or left by Indonesian people. Civic education syllabus should contain 10 (ten) national identity based in 1945 Constitution article 35-36 C. According to Budimansyah dan Suryadi (2008, page 11), function of civic education among other are (Budimansyah, 2016):
1. First, conservation education, namely developing and sustaining the noble values of Pancasila.

2. Second, social and moral development, namely developing and guiding students to be aware of their rights and responsibilities, obedient to prevailing rules, and has good manner.

3. Third, socio-civic development function, namely developing students in order to understand and become aware of their relationship with others members of the family, school, and society, and in the national-state life.

Encep explained in his journal that curriculum can help restructuration of character and national identity (Nurdin, 2015). Furthermore, Rohayani in her study result corroborated that “school has strategic role in value education; on the other side, the reality shows that they cannot be able to do it alone. Contribution in civic education teaching and learning process is very significant directly and indirectly toward youth’s character by 19% (Rohayani, 2010).

Civic Education as Nation Identity Reinforcement

Citizenship education focuses on the natural relations of the state and citizens. In this global era, citizenship education is opposed to encouraging citizens to be loyal to national identity (Osler, 2011). Civic education in Indonesia is one form of application of Pancasila values in which the position of Pancasila as nation philosophy and national identity and also as soul to develop civic education in each education level (Elementary School, Secondary School, and Higher Education). Civic education is nation character education whose values are taken from Pancasila so Civic Education is more as a cultural plural reality approach. Muchtar in his book which titled Philosophy of Law: Toward Reinforcing Law System Thinking of Pancasila, explained that civic education as Pancasila education which is functioned as nation intelligence should be made to become capital and asset of educational socio cultural (Gelar, 2014).

The noble values whose truth is believed by Indonesia people and these values are implied in Pancasila principle which is made to become Indonesia nation view of life. According to Jagad and Sugara (2016) that “…for the realization of national defense, the realization of noble values of Pancasila whose truth is believed contain in archipelago principles. Therefore, national identity is not separated from archipelago principles. The nation culture which is very important and should be inherited by nation generation through education is Pancasila which is made to become foundation, view of life and nation philosophy (Jagad & Sugara, 2016).Nation and state will lose its culture if it is not inherited and defended by nation generation. Education level which is started from
elementary school until higher education has very important role in defending and developing values of Pancasila in nation and state life (Triyatno, 2012).

CONCLUSION

Curriculum development through civic education material capable to solve the problem and negative impact of AEC by developing and incorporating nation identity which should be defended by Indonesian nation which comprise: National Language or Unity Language namely Bahasa Indonesia, The flag of state namely Sang Merah Putih, The anthem song namely Indonesia Raya, The symbol of state namely Garuda Pancasila, The Motto of state namely Bhinneka Tunggal Ika, The Philosophy of state namely Pancasila, The constitution (Basic Law) namely 1945 Constitution, The form of United State of Republic of Indonesia with people sovereignty, Conception of Archipelago Principles, Local culture which had been accepted as National Culture. Therefore, Indonesian nation identity will not disappear because of AEC existence and globalization current.
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